Double displacement loops (double d-loops) are templates for oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis and gene repair.
Appreciable levels of gene repair result from the hybridization of two oligonucleotides at a specific site in a mutated gene and subsequent correction by a form of oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis known as gene repair. The incorporation of the two oligonucleotides into superhelical plasmid DNA leads to the formation of double d-loops, structures shown to be templates for the repair of both frameshift and point mutations. Structural limitations placed on the template indicate that correction is influenced significantly by the positioning of the second oligonucleotide, known as the annealing oligonucleotide. Complexes constructed with two oligonucleotides directly opposite each other exhibit the highest levels of gene repair activity. Blocking the 3'-end of either oligonucleotide with an amino C7 group does not diminish the performance of the double d-loop as a template for correction of the point mutation, suggesting that primer extension does not play a pivotal role in the mechanism of gene repair.